
TLP TRUMPET
Who Are We in TLP?
The Kids Cancer Care Teen Leadership Program is comprised of teens affected

by childhood cancer. Our goal is to give back to the community through service

and leadership initiatives.

Your journalists this month are:
Maeve - My favourite memory in TLP was in Guadalajara, Mexico, playing UNO

with children at the hospital. Also, the escape room game nights were super fun!

Amy - My favourite memory in TLP was baking and colouring with the kids we

met in Mexico, and all the time I spent getting to know the other teens!

Andrea - My favourite memory in TLP was the massive snack bucket we had in

our first year, and all the fun conversations with other teens!

WRAP UP

Looking back at the past
four years of TLP... 

1 international trip

$113 000+ raised

32 volunteer events 

18 fundraisers 

65 meetings

87 members

A chance to meet KCC

families and staff. This is the

first of many times your

leadership skills will be put to

the test. Make sure to greet

guests into a welcoming

environment, and have fun!

The TLP retreat is about teamwork and

getting to know your new team. It is

important to try new things, get out of

your comfort zone, and you will find

that your team always has your back!

Retreat
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An international trip is the perfect

time to have fun with your new

friends and help give back to a

community in need. Try learning

some basics of the language before

you go, but don’t forget ‘Fun’ is an

international language! Make an

effort to talk to everyone you meet

and those who make the trip

possible!

Mexico

The TLP Fundraiser
Each year we come together as a

team to put together and plan a

fundraiser/event. Planning this event 

 requires each teen to reach out to

the community, contact businesses,

ask for donations, create advertising,

and say thank you to those who

support us!



The Teen Leadership Program gives teens who have been affected by

childhood cancer a second family. You will create lifelong

friendships, memories, and you will always look back to all the fun

and life lessons you encountered along the way.

We want to say
thank you to

Danielle, Nikki,
Kaity, and all the
leaders we met
in this amazing

program!

Volunteer Events 

While volunteering, it is important to set

a good environment for the guests. Make

sure you are working hard, and having

fun. Volunteering is as important for the

guests as it is for you. Don’t forget that

you are still representing KCC!


